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I GENERAL PHYSICS RESEARCH 

1 o C:t.oud Gharaber Progr~ 
I• ,' 

Wilson MG Powell 
~.. . 

Scattering and Ab~orptio_:qs of 'IT+ Mesons 12LAluminumo J. F. Tracy 

Work. i~ in progress on the experimental determination of the scatter~ 

ing and a ~sorption of positive 'IT' -mesons. by aluminum. These . me ~oils . are 

in the 50 Mev range. Separate cross sections for the elastic andthe 

inelastic interactions and the angular distribution for elastic scatter~ 

ing are being obtained. Preliminary results ~dicate the cross section 

for elastic ahd inelastic events taken together is of the order of the 

nucl~ar areao 

The mesons were produced in a two-inch thick polyethelene target 

pla,ced in th.e .340 Mev deflected proton beam of the 184-inch cyclotron. 
.. '' 

A steering ma~et separated the forward-moving mesons from the protons 

by turning tr~em through 90 degrees and into a collimating hole in the 

five foot concrete shieldingo Outside the shielding the resultant meson 

beam traversed a 22-inch diameter cloud .chamber pcisitioned horiiontally 

in a vertical maJ.jnetic field of 5200 gauss. 

Inside the chamber were five vertical aluminum plates one-eighth 

inch thick and spaced at two inch intervals. The mesons passed through 

the plates at a horizontal angle of from 20 to 45 degrees to the normal. 

In thif3 way only some of the 90 degree scattering events were obscw~d. 

The chamber was filled with one atmosphere of argon and a mixture of al-

cohol and water vaporso 
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Approximately 600 usable pairs of stereoscopic photographs were· taken. 

These are now being examined in a projector which permits the full scale 

three-dimensional reconstruction of events. One-third of these photographs 

have already.been examined in some detail. It appears that a total of 

150 to.20o events will be obtained and that there will be roughly compa-

rable numbers of elastic and inelastic events. This is exclusive of small 

angle multiple coulomb scattering. 

Many elastic back scatters and large-angle elastic forward'scatters 

have already been observed. Meson-induced nuclear disintegrations with 

as many as four visible fragments have also been observed. Usually only 

one or two fragments are seen. At least some of these are energetic pro-

tons. In addition some mesons enter an aluminum plate and disappear. 

These may represent actual cases of meson absorption wherein no charged 

partic~es are emitted or merely cases where the charged particles or scat-

tered meson are hidden from view by the geometrical arrangement. 

A possible source of error in the determination of absolute cross 

sections is the)(-mes6n contamination. The 'lf-mesons travel fourteen feet 

and about one-third decay before entering the chamber. Most of the re-

sultant ,J{1s move at such angles to the main '11-beam that they are excluded 

from the chamber by the collimation or are rejected when seen inside the 

chamber because of improper angle. An experimental check on this contami-

nation was made possible by the placing of nuclear plates in the meson beam. 

These plates have not yet been examined in detail. The number of~ -~ 

decays seen inside the chamber are being coun~ed and should also be in-

dicative of the anount of this contamination. The percentage contamination 

is expected to be quite small. 
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2o . ·Film ·Program 

Walter Ho Barkas 

Meson Masses and Energy Balance in Meson Decay. F. M. Smith, W. Birnbaum, 

Wo Ho Barkas 

·The· analysis of._the latest experimental data on·1T1:-proton and '7rT-

~+mass ratios is now being completed. Because of the small probable 

errors demanded of the 11+ ,-proton mass ratio, this phase of the program, 

it isfelt, should be repeated. Particular attention will be given to 

the possibility of systematic errorso In addition, the study of range 

straggling. and decay momentum of the __,qt-meson is being continued. The 

results are of interest since anupper limit of the mass of the neutrino 
,, .. 

associated with meson decay can be obtained. No further "anomalous"~+-

--4.+ decay events· have been obs.erveda 

Electron-Electron and Positron~Electron Scatteringo Co·,Eo Violet, F. C. 

Gilbert,. Wo H.; Barkas 

The electron-electron scattering study at 200 Mev by use of electron 

~ensitive ~mUlsions has been completed. A counter experiment is being 

.designed to measure the scattering_ cross section for large energy exchange 

collisions in·order to supplement the emulsion data in this region. It 

is in.this region that theory predicts the detection of exchange and spin 

effects o . The data: gathered from the emuls.ion phase of this experiment 
·~.. J ' 

are in excellent agreement with the M¢'ller differential cross section: 

-The positron-electron scattering study with 200 Mev positron primaries 
· ...• 

is drawing to completion, requiring~ however, some further operation of 

the synchrotrono The primary _positron tracks are scanneq. in the same 
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manner as in the electron-electron sc.atterl;ng study with the aim of attain-

ing th~? same statistical accuracy;; .Preliminary results indicate a dif-

ferential cross section similar to the electron-electron scattering cross 

section., 

Nuclear Scattering of Electrons and· Grain Density Measurements in Electron 

Sensitive Emulsions. Go Eo Violet, P. Co Giles, Wo H. Barkas 

Nuclear scatters of greater than 2° using electron and positron pri-

maries in photpgraphic emulsions are·currently being measured at the pri-

mary particle energies of 20, 40, 70, l00,-200, and 300 Mevo 

Grain density measurements of electron tracks in emulsion for electron 

energies ranging from . .- 100 Kev to 300 Mev are being planned.. The source · 
( 

of low energy .electrons will be the electron linear accelerator. A sta.;. ... 

tistical accuracy of-- 2 percent is required in order to detect _there-

ported 8-10 percent rise in grain density above minimum ionization for 

highly relativistic particles •. Al_so if :th.a dE/dx. curve is assumed knav~ 

below minimum ionization, then a functional relationship between grain 

den"s:ity and dE/dx is obtained. 

Meson Scatteri:gg. He, H. Heckman, L., E.; ·-Bailey 

Further effort is being placed into the task of scanning the emulsion 

pellicles which·.were embedded in absorber=scatterers of Al, Cu, and Pb. 

The scanning is difficult and the·accumulation of data is slowo However, 

the measurements of the cross section for large angle (greater t~an 90°) 

scattering of~-mesons in these elements are approaching the concluding 

stages •. The scattering cross section is merely proportional tp the ratio 

of the backward flux .. to the forward ~flux, both of which are measured di-

rectly on the same emulsion pellicleo 
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Focused· Mesoh· '.Beam. ·":'J~: Vedder, ·Ro, Sagane. 

The:.;possi'bility'. ?f. obtaining, :a: f9cused peam of mesons from .the large 

spiral' orbit·:speetrometer has, been .investigated withe -rays. using a II10del 

magnet ~ecrt~ip'ped· with spe·cial pole faces.,:. Evidence of sui table ver:tieal 

and horizontal focusing for several geometries wasfoundo 

Analysis <·of Spallation Process" Wo H~ Barkas, .Ho Tyren 3 Ro Deutschi. J.,: Ko 

Bowker 

'"·A'meanshas been developed to a'!lalyze the products of violeq.t dis;_ 

integ!'ati5ons--6f nuclei in the cyc:Lotrono A program to study the effect . 

of v~ry'iti'g"th~ conditions of the bombardment has been startedo Since"there 

are six:::iinportant variables in this e;xperiment, a considerable.program 
I 

is envisagedo The folloWing abstract was presented for the Washington 

meeting of the American Phy~ica1 Society: 

·.' The .spalLation fragment.~ of Hf :::::::::: 4o5. ~ 105 gauss,.,cm leaving a one 

mil polystyrene target in th~ forw~rd direction are brought to a 130° 
--~ . .· 

f'ocU:s·:i~ the magnetic· field of .the 184-inch cyclotrono The spalls enter 

the surface ·of.llford D1·nuclear track emulsion making a small angle with. 

the· surface~ .The position, track...,angle, range, .and estimated charge are 

recorded•for .each track" The calculated_radius of curvature plotted a-

gains·t the range provides a nuclide spectrum of the tracks, since each 

nuclide falls on a definite locus in such a diagramo Resolution of H\ 

H2, HJ, He3 a~d He4 splinters is unambiguouso A group probably comprising 

Li6 and B~?~ .. l:i!'lq,,:B;P.PtP~r, :~oup.,pr():b,al?ly o.f. H~6 and Li7 are ,also found, 

but for lack of go.od··range-ene,I:'gy curv~s for highly charged particles 

the resolution is at present uncer~aino No Li8, B8 1 H'>3 or He<(3 tracks 

were,f'ou.n,d.;: The,:.a'bundances Qf 'f:.he fragments are as foll·ows: H1
p 25o0 
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percent; H2, ?.4 percent; HJ, 4o6 percent; He3, 7o0 percent; ·4 He , 41.5 

(. 6 7 ) (' 6 7 ) . percent; · Li , Be group , 3o3 percent; He , Li group 4.9 percent; 

other groups plus background,6o2 percent. Further measurements ip. other 

momentum intervals and-with other targets are in progress. This work 

was supported by the A.E.Co 

Study of Negative Muon Production and Behavior.. D. Sherman, H. Heckman, 

W. Barkas 

This program is essentially completed and a report is being written. 

It is fotind that few, if any, muons are directly produced in the target, 

and that on capture most of ·the mesons do not produce charged particle 

st~rs. A few single prong stars are definitely produced, and probably 

some two and three prong stars, also. 

Test of Charge Symmetry Hypothesis in Meson Production. · H. Wilson, W. H. 

Barkas · ·. 

The ratio of positive_to negative meson production when alpha particles 

bombard carbon is being measur~<i· . If complete symmetry exists, then every 

process leading to production of a negative meson has an image process lead-
r 

ing to the production of a positiv~ meson. Thus, correcting for a small 

coulomb effect, a +/- ratio of unity would provide evidence favoring the 

charge symmetry hypothesis •. 

J.;. Total Proton-Proton Scattering Cross Section p45 Mev) 

o. Chamberlain, Eo Segre, and C. Wiegand 

It·is planned to measure the total p-p scattering cross section~ 

a~tenuation in a liquid hydrogen target. Because of coulomb scattering 
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it is· che~essary. tb giVe• :Some attention ttO. ::the. CO®t~r ··-geometry' making. 

a proper. 'Chc>'ice of the, eut-offangle. of. the co:untero .. Scatter_ings" bY,;:Jnore . 

than .this>eu;t;;...·off.~·oangle: wo.tlld be required in .ord~r _that: thE:? prqton. -i+t .· 

question miss, -the. counter. and be. counted as_ a scattered proton:o ; .'J)he. cut- , 

off angle chosen is about 8 degrees (labo system)o Since our previous 

measurements of, ~hi? <i-if.ferential scatt~ring cro.ss section extend down 

to 6 degrees, this choice should allow.a reliable normalization of pre-

vious results by an independent methodo 

}r.hi:s· 'exper:iinent is made possible by the development by MrooDonald, 

Stoi:'k~:of, .. ·a_, 'reliable liquid scintillation counter of 8 inches diame:t,ero 

Tests of the Stork counter have been satisfactory, _and the. liquid hydrpgen __ 

f.arge:t<:has'·been designed and submitted to the shop for constr:uctiono-

-~ ... 
·~ • ;:_..r' 

·.- • • Ao ·:<Proton.;_Deuteron Elastic· Scattering Using 2,~2 Mev Protons 

Oo Chamberlain and Do Do Clark 

... . ··~;. .. ~ .' . ' 

As reported previously, a serious attempt is being made to mak~ a 

clean s·eparation of the elastic_. p,-d scattering from the much more ,numerous 

inelastic: scattering processe~ in which the O.euteron is broken upo .The 

most promising. method is that involving· essenti~lly the s~mu1.taneous meas~. 

uremerit of specific ionization and- total energy of the scat-r.ered p~ticleso· 
. . 

A thin ·-s"Ulbene crystal ·is proposed for -measurement of the specific ion= 

ization~ followed. by a thick sodium io<iide crystal which should measure, 

in effect, the total energyo ln each case the pulse height at the-out-

put of a photomultiplier woulq be used as a measure of the energy lost 

by the particle in passing through a crystalo 

........ 
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At the present time the counters have been constructed and they ~~ 

under testo It is not yet clear whether or not the optical arrangements 
I 

of the crystals and photomultipliers give adequate light coliection and 

adequate uniformity of light collection by the photomultiplier. 

5o· Proton-Proton Scattering at Reduced Energies 

John Garrison 

/ 

It is desired tomeasure the proton-proton differential scattering 

cross sections at small angles (down to about 20 degrees in the .c.m. system) 

in the energy range 160 to 250 Mev. 

The liquid hydrogen target which was .constructed for this purpose; 

as a modifica~ion of the target originally built by Leslie Cook of this 

laboratory, is not completeo A great deal of difficulty was experiencec;l 

in fabrication of a reliable liquid hydrogen 9ontaining vessel. Several 

designs were tried before a vessel was obtained that remained vacuum-tight 

even after many evacuationso 

The target has been used ir.l: a preliminary run which involved.only 

the full energy (345 Mev) proton beam of the cyclotron. The run was quite 

satisfactory, giving hope that the experiment may .be completed within a 

few months. Subject to some p~esumably small corrections based on a future 

recalibration of the ionization chambe~ used for monitoring the proton 

beam, the results from the preliminary run agree fairLy well with previous 

work done at this laboratory on p-p scattering. 

.. 

... _. -_,. 
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6. ·.Absolute :Y.ield.'0f•"!r•0 Mesons.,in,th~.· Pr,oton. Bombardment of Carbon 

l '• ..... '-• ,, 

The work of We E. Crandall and others on the photon spectra received 

at v:arious angles from targets bombarQ.e:d wi:th 340 Mev protons allows one 
• ' • ' ',. ~ ' ' .·~'r ~ • • .. • 

to infer the angular di.stribution of both the photons and .the '11° mesons. ·· .. 
·'·· ... 

Howevet:"'.'in that worK'.it' was not po$$iP.le to use an abs¢1ute proton be~·:" 

monit:or~ s~ince, for reasons of int"ensities the target i.Tas· placed within 

the cy61otrori.:tank and'multiple passage of_the beam re:p.dered a confident 

measurem~mt :o'f,'its cur~ent; impossible. ' The relative numbers of photons ,,. 

rece:i.v.edat ·~arious angles were 'ineasured by the use of thin aluminum foils .. 

or thin polystyrene foils fastened to the· carbon target.· The activities · ·· 

;pf so.Q.i:um .24 or .of carbon 11~ respe:ctively, served to give .relative nor-
· .. ' . . '~ . ' ":' .·• 

·malization. 

The present repert-deals with an a?solute evaluation of the photon 

yield received at 90° froma _carbon targe~ bombarded by the external pro

ton beam, whose current could be precisely measured. Comparison with 
•·'' ' .,. ; I . ' 

the 90° spectrum received from internal targets then made it possible to 

place the. da.ta upon. an absolute scale of intensityo In Table I which 
.. . . . . . . '. '·· ~. . ' . . . . . '. 

foLlows, there ;::t:re listed the results for the vario.us angles of observation . . ·' . . ·. . ... ··. ·' . . . •. ,. . . 

in the laboratory system. The first column gives the differential cross 

sectio.n-preaented by the carbon nucleus for the production of p}fotons.at 

the peak of tll,,e spectrum seen. at the angle specified. The second column 

gives the total photon yields in terms.of_the cross sections for the delivery· 

of high-e:p,ergy:p}lot()n~ into unit solid angle in, the direction specified •. 

The third _cqlumn gives the amount qf .solid angular space to be associated 

with each of- the.spectra at, the various angles. qf view. The last column 

consists of the products of the preceding two columns which, when summed, 
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will give the total cross section of the carbon nucleus for the production 

of high energy photon radiation. 

T .A B L E I 

do- dcr -ANGLE ~ ..£:1:_ AA Ao-' --
0 4.31 x io-3° 6.91 x lo-28 0.84 5.8o x lo-28 

47° 3.59 X lo-30 4.58 Jl: 10""28 .2.30 
-28 

10.53 X 10 . 

90° 2.26 x lo-30 2.02 x lo-28 6.28 12.70 X lQ-28 

133° 2.42 x lo-3° 2.36 x lo-28 2.30 ·5.43 x lo-28 

180° 1.99 x lo-3° 1.83 x lo-28 0.84 1.54.x lo-28 

cm2/sterad. Mev cm2/sterad. sterad. 36.0 X lQ-28 

o-
photor.-·= (3.6 ± 0.8) x lo-27 cm2 

o-'1JD - (1.8 ± 0.4) x lo-27 cm2 -
(Error estimated from basic data.) 

If_ all the high energy photons are con~idered to arise from neutral 

mesons then neutral meson cross sections are one half of that tor ~hoton 

production; or 1.8 ! 0.4. 

In Figure 1 is showri a plan view of the experimental arrangement. 

cm2 

The pair spectrometer is located where it cap first view the internal cyclo

ctron target, for the purpose of receiving sufficient g~ radiation to 

allow the adjustment of counting conditions to provide satlsfactort plateaus, 

subsequently the pair spectrometer is turned upon its base so as to view 

through the side wa.ll aperture a carbon target placed in the external 
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proton beam. Final collimation and an electron clearing field preceding 

the pair spectrometer gave satisfactorily low converter-out counting r<;.tes. 

In Figure 2, are displayed sample data from one run showing the de

pendence of photon counting rate upon tantalum converter thickness. The 

abscissa is expressed in terms of. 11effective thickness" which is calcu

lated from actual thickness by taking account of the photon attenuation 

by the tantalum up to the depth of the point of pair creation and the 

possibility of electron energy loss to energies below detectability for 

the pair electrons emerging from that point. From this curve the photon 

yield per unit thickness of tantalum is obtained. 

7. Variation of Neutral Meson Yield with Atomic Number of Targets 

' B. J. Moyer and R. Hales 

The work done by Hales on this subject has been extended to provide 

better statistical accuracy. The target elements employed are distributed 

from hydrogen through lead. At present experiments are in progress which 

will measure the yield from deuterium and helium in a high pressure .. gaseous 

stateo 

As has been previously indicated the pi0 yield from proton bombard

ment of the low mass elements shows a p~oportionality to the neutron a-

, bundance. An approximately linear dependence upon atomic number A persists 

at least-as far as aluminum (A= 27), and from there on through lead the 

dependence seems to blend into an A2/3 power variation. 

Such characteristics of A-dependence can be qualitatively understood 

by· considering that the neutral mesons for the most part are produced 

with sufficiently low kinetic energies that their ipteractions with nucleons 

•. 
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are not strong, and that, ·consequently, their mean free path within nuclear 

matter is relatively large. The{.t..-dependence then is primarily affected 

by the mean free path o£ the incident protons in nuclear matter. From 

' studies of co+lision cross sections it is known that among the light ele-
·. · . .- . 

ments the transparency to the passage of 340 Mev protons is quite complete 

among the low mass elements, and nuclear opacity does not become prominent 

until mass numbers of the region of 20 to 30 are reached. 

A SUMnary of the present data on yield versus target element is pro-

vided by Figures 1, 2, and 3. 

8. Cross Sections for Products of 90 Mev Neutrons on Carbon , 

Do A. ·Kellogg 

Determinations have been made of the cross sections for t~e products 

of 90 Mev neutrons on carbon in the case of practically all reactions 

that occur. Beta counting of the activities generated in a rot!lting poly

ethylene disc yielded cross sections for.the production of some heavy 

fragments, identified as to isotope and atomic number. Cloud chamber 

study yielded cross sections for almost all reactions, but resulted in 

the identification of most of the heavy fragments only by atomic numbero 

The rotating disc method cross sections were normalized to the cl2 (n,2n) 

ell cross sections, and the cloud chamber method cross sections were 

normalized to the n-p cross section. 

The rel~tive and absolute yields of protons, deuterons, and tritons 

of high energies were determined by the cloud chamber method and compared 

with the results of Radley and York; the agreement was excellent. 

•. 
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The cross sections determined by the rotating disc method are given 

in Table I. 

TABLE I 

Product Cross Section (in lo-27 cm2) 

4.9 ± 1.0 
2.5 .± 1.0 
0.8 i 0.4 
0.7 :!: 0.5 

<0.6 
<0.6 

8.8 :t 4.6 

A few of the more interesting cross sections determined by the cloud 

chamber method are given in Table II. 

J . I 

T A B L E II 

Reaction - Product 

(co(,~ 'rJ:..) 
(Li, Li) and/ or (", Be) 
Be7 
Total protons 

deuterons 
·tritons 

Protons over 20 Mev 
Deuterons over 27 Mev 
~ritons over 33 Mev 

Cross Section. {in lo-27 cm2) 

9.8 ± 2.0 

4.1 ± 1.0 mini+num 
173 1: 15 

90 % 10 
22 1" 6 
85 :t: 10 
26 ;t 6.; 

2.9 : l • .u 

9. Comparison of Electron and Charged Meson Yields from Carbon 

L. Neher, B. J. Moyer, L. Alvarez, c. Leith 

During the past year a question has been raised as to the yield of 

high energy electrons from a carbon target bombarded by 345 Mev protons. 

In particular the question is: Are the ·numbers of electrons compatible 
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with the -,known. soi.ITces (a) pair .production -in the target by the' neutral· 

meson debay" ga.mriia rays, {b) beta decay of low energy mu mesons in the 

target •. ·· Sever~· experiments are in progress to determine the yield of 

electrons and positrons relative to the yield of positive and negativ·e 

1T mesons for various thicknes.s of target. The appar.atus consists of a 

magnetic channel w:i th.about -~. iO ·percent momentum selection. .It~ the e:xi t . 

of the channel a tiiile · bf ·flight' de4ector · is being used to distinguish be ... 

tween electrons and mesons of the same-momentum. The electron energy 

spectrum decrease's · smo'othly with increasing i:mergy o Electrons up to 150 

Mev are'. observed~ The' positron-electron: ratio appears to be unity in the 

region ·50 t6 :80 He·v.· Below· 50 Mev, -there is an excess of positrons~ whi.ch 

are probably due to positive mu decay. Above 80 Mev the number of positrons 

are :Uricertairi because of positive TTmeson ·cohtaminationG The total· number -

of electrons .. a:i-J.d ·positrons· of' ·all energy is about 1/10 the total number 

of charged'1{ mesons. ''The results are still-inconclusive regarding any 

new process· for ·:high 'energy electron formatioilo 

.. 
lOo· On the' Ratio of Charged Mesons from Carbon Bombarded by Hi@ 

Ener~ Neutrons 

Lri Neher and·D. Dixon 

•. I 

EJ!:periments dre·' continuing on· the'•production· of .positive and nega--

tive mesons from carbon-bombar~ed·by the;280 Mev neutron beam from the 

18,4. in.; cyclotron. We have recently observed at. 15° to the neutron beam. 

on carbon~ The meson-energy range·is about 50.Hev! 25 Mev. The ratio 

is ,-/···/7r+ ;;: 3•3 :!: 0~ 7;;, This is a noticeable decrease from the ratio of 
•. . 

'11-ftr't ~ 10 ± 2 'at 900~ For the' se.me energy r.ange the counting rate at 
I 
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150 is about four negatiye mesons per minute. The apparatus consists 

of time of flight detectors with magnetic channel midway in the flight 

patho Very little contamination due to recoil protons is found with this 

arrangemento 

11. The Photoproduction of Negativ~ Pions from Deuterium 

R. Madey, Ko Co Bandtel, and Wo J. Frank 

Synchrotron beam time was limited to one run during the past quarter. '' 

Time of flight requirements were imposed on the detection of pion-

proton coincidences so that higher beam intensitie~ from the synchrotron 

could be used. These time of flight requirements are in addition to the 

'"" angular and energy correlations reported previously. The r~sults appeared 

'very encouraging because the background counting rate from a water target 

did not increase as the proton :counter was moved within 12 degrees of 

"'' \.• 

the beam. The maximum available beam intensity was used during this in-

strumentation run. 

In preparation for an angular distribution measur~ent on the negative 
' ' 

pions, absorber thicknesses and time of flight correlations were calcu-

lated.' Also, improved triple coincidence circuits were constructed. 

12. The Triton Reaction [p + d---* "'T+ + iJ 
Ko C'o Bandtel, W. J. Fran.~, R. Madey, B. J. Moyer 

The two cyclotron runs made during this quarter were concerned with 

identifying the process and 1.mproving thecottnting rate. The process is 

identifie~ by imposing the restrictions calculated from the conse~vation 

laws for a two-body reactiono 
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The pion and triton counter telescopes.were· placed at the correlated 

angles of 110° for the pion, and 8° for the triton. Absorbers calculated 

from the energies expected at .these angles were put between the two crystals 

of each telescope-so that the particle went through the. second crystal 

at the end of its range; the phototube of this crystal was then set at 

a lower voltage, and only pulses due.to particles losing a large amount 

of energy in the crystal were seen. Because the triton telescope was . . 
about eight feet ;f~~m the target, the ti:titons ( ~ "-1/J) were debunched 

in flight from protons ( ~r-2/3) that were scattered from the beam by the 

target. Appropriate delay lines in the pion telescope inputs to the quad~, .. 

ruple coincidence circuit match the pion pulse to the triton pulse; the 

scattered,. protons are matched to whatever the pion telescope may see bet~.reen 

the·R-F beam pulses of the cyclotrono 

The process is observed by taking a difference between C02 and C 

targets. A maximum in this difference was observed at the correlated 

angles when the pion telescope was·placed to either side of the correlated 

angles. The tentative~ preliminary cross section, which is -1 percent 

of the reaction p + p ~'IT.,..+ d, agrees· with theoretical predictionso 

lJ. Electron Positron Annihilation in Flight at 200 Mev 

S.. Colgate and Cc Gilbert 

The annihilation of positrons in flight into two gamma rays was pre.~ 

dieted theoretically many years ago (see Heitler~ "Quantum Theory of Ra.-

diation,")o It is tentatively believed that this has not been observed 

until this experiment. There is no theoretical reason to suspect the 

disappearance qf electrons in·flight., (Inverse beta q~cay is smaller 
>.-,.':' 
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by a factor of lo-1° than the cross secM.ons in question.) HoiriE;YE!r, ·Barkas, 

Gilbert, Deutsch, and Violet, UCRL-1527, and F. c. Gilbert,- UCRL-1506, 

have observed two disappearru1ces of electrons in flight at 200·Mev. in 

nuclear emulsions. It was these two events that prompted the present 

experiment. 

A set of trJ.ree proportional cotmters of small mass placed in .the 

magnetic field of the pair spectrometer selected electrons or positrons. 

of' _a given Hp from a radiator placed in the gamma ray beam from· the syncb.ro..: 

trono These trJ.ree counters in coincidence determined the momentum, charge 

.(+ or -) trajectory, and time of a particle. A fourth com:;ter (scintil""" 

lation counter) immediately backed up _the third or lm:rt pr-oportional. counter 

in the direction of flight of the electrons or positrons. If.nothing 

happened to an electron between the third proportional counter ~~d the 

scintillation counter, then every time a triple coincidence was observed, 

a count :i.n the fourth counter or quadruple coincidence l..rou.ld be observed. 

Thus, the lack of a courtt in the fourth cmmter indicated e. dit>appearance. 

The background impurity ~~= triple-qmi.druple/triple for nc absorber 

between t.hird and fourth cou.11ters \lias 1/1200. For a 2 em Be absorber 

directly in front of the fourth co1mter 1 the annihilation disappeara:n~;;:e 

would be theoretically 4/1200. The electron positron difference \:Jas ob.... 

served to be ± 25 percent. The electron disappearances wer·e le,se t!"l3n 
.-

1/3 the positron disappearances~ l•Jhich would indicate that electrom; d.o 

not annihilate or disappear in flight for lOl•i Z by a f'actor.1ess 

than 1/6 of the cross section of the t1...,·o events observed in rm.c.Lear emulsion 

by Barkas, et al. 

Absorbers of LiH~ Al 1md Cu "rere used and l.Yithin ths pom' statistics, 

they indicated nothing different fro,n1 the above. The scattering out of· 
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the absorber-mUI'tiple~ or single Coulomb is proportional to z2. an?- is 

larger than the annihilation effects for Z ~·6and aboveo 

The:,: el?-ergy dependence of positron annir.tilation was obserted to be 
... 

correct at 100 Mev with error of 't" 25 percento These are only preliminary 

results and better statistics will soon be availableo Also it is planned 

to observe the annihilation gaunna rays in coincidence 11ri th a disappeara.rH·::eo 

The Ang_ylar 

Mo \ihi tehead 

The :measureme11t of the angular distribution of the mesons emitted 
' ~ . -- ; .. ~ '" ·,.. ...· •· . .. . . . . ' . 

in the reaction p t p ~ 11"'" + d, ha!S been completedo The mesons were 

detected in nuclear emulsions using the same experimental procedure as 

described previ?us;J.yo The cross sections were measured at 0°J> 65° and 

104° in the centerof masso .The exper~~ntal points were fitted to a· 
: ' . : . ~ . 

cos2 9 dist!'~i~yt:L?~ -~~· .. the .~enter of -~~~.~ system of_}~~ t1.-ro protons givingg 

d c- - 6 ..j.. ( + 6 2 ) ~29 2 ·t d~l '·--·3o -1.2· Oo09-0oO.+cos e.xlO em sera dA . · . ·· 

The errors are. based on the "external. consistency" between the calculated 

and mea::;ured valueso 

The cross .s!3ction f()r the lnvers_e reaction 9 1T++ d--7 p + p, can 

be cale;v.lated by the principle,of.detailedbalance, assuming a value for 

the meson spin~ . IS.fr? 
2 

(;d ~
., p 4· o- =~· p 

M :- ~2'-s-+-1)-· -3 
- .t'fl' ii . 

1ahere Pp ·an~ l?'lt~are tp~ momenta of the proton and m.esono 

,. '., . ' .~· :. ': . ' 
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If srr = 0 the inverse cross section is· calculated to be: 

(t~ )= 12 (0.09 + cos2 e)) x 1o-28 cm2 sterad-! 
p 

(1) 

The experimental value for this cross section as measured at Columbia 

University is: 

(~~~ p 

- 9(0.22 + cos2 e) x lo-28 cm2 sterad~1 (2) 

The agreement, though only fair, of these cross sectiqn is a good indi

cation that the spin of. the positive pion is zero. If it were one, the 

measured cross section (2) should be one-third of (1), which is quite 

improbable. 

15. Charged Pion Production at 180° from 340 Mev Protons on Carbon 

s. Leonard 

Work has been continued on an .experiment to measure the 'J'r't and 1r 

production cross sectio~s for protons on carbon, the mesons being emitted 

at 180° to the deflected proton beam of. the 184-inch cyclotron. Nuclear 

emulsions were exposed to mesons emitted at l60° to the beam, using no 

magnetic field, so that "lT+ and 11·- mesons lodged in the same plate. Scan

ning of these plates was completed, and preliminary values for the ~·T 

cross section at various meson energies were calculated. Then"" /11'- ratio, 

hO'I.vever, is so large that too few It- mesons were obtained to give a statis-

tically significant result. The~+cross section, measured in this way, 

is: 

E . 
7f 

27 Mev 

do-/d.o.. d E"iT 

2.96 ± 0.65 x lo-30 cm2 Mev-1 sterad-1 
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43 

61 

82.5 
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3.ll fo.78 x lQ-30 ~m2 Mev-1 sterad-1 

0.94 ;!; 0.07 

0.74 ± 0.17 

the errors being standard deviations based on statistics only. 

Later, C-2 200 .A( photographic emulsions were exposed to '?T.,. and 'f1-

mesons which were separated with the aid. of a strong magnetic fieldo 

Brass channels placed between the pole pieces of the pair spectrometer 

magnet served to select mesons of predetermined momenta and to reduce the 

background due .. to. s,ti'<:iY particles in the . cave. To date, exposures have 

been made'for mesons of 30 Mev only, and these plates are being scannedo 
. ·~ :. ' . 

It is cont~mplated that e~ osures will also be made for mesons of 15, 

50 and 75 Mev. 

16. High Energy Deuterons from 270 Mev Neutrons on Protons 

B. Youtz 

Instrurhentation is nearing completion for.observing high energy deu

terons produced by the 270 Mev--neutron beam on protons. A preliminary at-

tempt was made to observe r-i-a:ys produced.in'the forward hemisphere by the 

n-It collision, ·u~ing a solid beryllium telescope as a neutron filtero 

Further efforts will be made in this direction with the ·goal of obtaining 

f -deuteron coincidences from rr 0 production. 

17. The Excitation Function for the Reaction p + p---; 1'1" t- t.J! 

A:o Schulz, D. Hamlin, J. Merritt, M. Jakobsen 

The reaction p + p ~ tr"'+'-t d is an extremely important reaction for the 

reasons that ~he kinematics are completely determined by specifying the 
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energy and 'vector momentum of only one particle after the reaction ·and .. · 

it is one of the few where the inverse reaction can be studied feasiblyG 

The :excitation function can serve as a good ·test of the functional form. 

of various theories of meson productiono 

A number of successful runs have been completed at present. About 

14,000 mesons have been counted on ·this reaction at proton energies of 

.3.36, 326, 321, and .310~5 Mev, ·respectivelyo The points have good internal 

consistendy and join well with the points corresponding to higher proton 

energies obtained by J. ·Steinberger and his coworkers at Columbia University 

using the inverse reaction 1'f'T+ d ~ p-tpo The experiments is being 

continued· and more points will be added as time permits. Figure 1 shows 

the'data obtal.ned so faro 

18. N-P Polarization Measurements 

· L• Fe Wouters 

·The research previously performed on this problem has been reported 

in UCR~l470. In order to improve the accuracy and reliability of the 

measurements, a completely new lippiratus has been designed and is under 

constructiona 

Mechanically, the tw:o major items include a remotely-controllable 

LiD target holder and an azimuthal counter mounting frame to be supported 

directly from the 184-inch cyclotron shieldingo The counter support is 

So designed as to permit .360° azimuthal rotation of the four counters 

as well as predetermination of ·the scattering angles to better than 0.1 

degree. In order to simplify the set-up, the electronic coincidence 
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circuits between units of each counter. tel.~ scope will now. be located· at 

each countere. The counter telescopes willst~.btend,a.sufficiently.greater 

solid. ~gle to obt,ain a five-fold ·increase in counJ,ing,rate; units for use 

with 1P28 and with C-7165 photom1J].ti,pliers. are being designedo 

Further tests of pulsed photomultiplier cirCQ:its of various sorts 

have shown that it is.necessaryto Pitl::l~.~he.E!~tire He Vo, rather than· 

only· a. :portion, in order to realize a.n:;i .ad~~ta~e in. terms of gain and· 

higher space....,charge limitso Consequently,·because of the complexities 

encountered .. during the earlier .set of .experiments,. ,the scintillation counter 

array will be operated under no:rmal d.·co co:nditionso Attention has thus 

been given to ,low level coincidence circ:uits for;use with 1P28 photomulti-

plierso A circuit described by Zo Bey (Washington Symposium, .NBS,, January 

1952) may have some advantages over the Neher bridge, in having less sen-

sitive balance requirements as well as.less :cr~tical d;ynamic range. Al

ternate circuits for use with high output photomultipliers (G-7165) will 

also be testedo (It is desired to avoid.the us~ of intermediate ampli-

fiers .because of. the "density" of cables .and auxiliary.it~ms then needed 

at the ~ounting head.) 

The monitoring problem also requires a better answer. The new ap- . 

paratus will include an isolated neutron scatterer and moderator~~ 
slow neutron flux thus generated wi::).l be mE?.asured by means of aLii scin-

tillation counter. _It. is hoped to a.void polarization effects in the monitor 

itself .by ,this scheme •. 
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19. ·synchrotron Stu~ 

A. c. Helmholz 

UCRI.r-1854 

The' months' of February and March saw some good operation of the 

synchrotron, but a crack in one of. the tubulations on the quartz donut 

necessitated the removal of that section and its replacemento Since the 

reassembly of the magnet, it has not. been. possible to get a good beara at 

full energy, so that no experimental work has as yet been possible since 

the shutdown. 

We Gilbert and J.· Ro.sengrert ·completed their runs on the photodisin

tegration of the deuteron.· They have written a report, UCRL-1792, for the 

Physical Review which will soon be declassified. Their results on thetotal 

cross.section are two-three times larger than· those of Kikuchi, Benedict 

and Woodward, and Keck and Littauer. The reason for thi's discrepancy is 

not apparent~ ' ' 

La Jones and Ko Terwilliger have finished their m-easurenients·of ("(,n) 

cross 'sectiozi' as a.' function of eriergy from 40 to .320 Nev. They find. a 

steadily increasing cross section for neutron production above 80 Mev. 

They are priniar±ly'measur'ing low. energy neutrons, 0 to about 15 Mev, but 

it seems-very probable that the number of'high: energy neutrons is relatively 

small. It is hoped to do further work .on ·this problem at lower .energies, 

using a smaller machine;, This would essentially fill in the gap from, 

say, 15 Mev up to 80 Mev. 

Se Colg~te and F. Gilbert.~have completed measurements on the ._annihilation 

of positrons.in flight, using positrons from the pair magnet, which pass 

through thr~e counters :i,n the.magnet:j_c fiel_d, pass into an absorbt;3r, bu_t 

not through a .counter ·behind the absorber. . The cross section agrees vTell 

with the. theory. They will have more ·.runs to determine the amount of elegtron 

11annihilation" o 
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C. Andre has completed a run on the 11° ~reduction in hydrogen and 

deuterium. Because of difficulties in the determination of the background 

counts, results will not be definite until a further run can be obtained, 

which should be in the next quarter. J. Carrother 's final runs on -n· /1r+ 

~ ratios will probably be made at the same time. 

'_20 .. - .Theoretical Studies 

David L. Judd 

During the period covered by this report the fc;>llowing abstracts 

were prepared for presenta:tion at the Washington meeting of the Physical 

Society: 

"Photo Production of 11' 0 -Mesons from Deuterium", W. Heckrotte, L. R. 

Henrich and J ... V .. Lepore .. 

"Meson Exchange Contributions to the High Energy Deuteron Photoeffect", 

R. H. Huddlestone and J. v. Lepore. 

"Low Energy Properties of Pseudoscalar Interaction with Hard Core", 
,I 

R.. Jastrow. · 

"Phenomenological Potentials in Meson Scattering_", R. LeLevier. 

"Nuclear Forces Yielded by the Symmetrical Pseudoscalar Meson Theory 

with Pseudoscalar Coupling", J. V. Lepore. 

"On the Fermi-Thom13:s 1>1odel of the Nucleus", R. J~ ;Riddell, Jr. 

"Multiple Meson Production", M. Ruderman. 

___ "·Interpretation of High Energy p.-;p Scattering", . D. R. Swanson. _ 

Photo..:.?f Production. from D.euterium. · W. Heckrotte, L. Henrich, J. Lepore. 

Calculations of the el~stic ~d in~lastic photo-n° production from 

deuterium were completed. The results indicate that an experimental 
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investigation of the elastic production can .lead to a determination of 

the sign of the n:uclear coupling· constant. In this ca·se the ratio or" 

the cross section for gp =- -gn to that. for gp ::: gn is about 28. ·When 

inelastic ·production is included this ratio de<?reases to about 2.6 (near 

threshold)o 

Low Energy Properties of Nuclear Forces~ R. Jastrow 

··.· The .low ·energy properties of nuclear forces are being examined on 

the lissumption that the nucleon possesses a complex structure associated

with a partiCle of mass intermediate-between that of the nucleon on·a 

pi-meson. The structure is represented by a strong short range repulsiono 

The forces outside this region are described by a pseu.doscalar me.son fieldo 

Calculations of the deuteron properti-es· on this. model are nearly completed 

and yield surprising agreement with experiment. Calculations at higher 

energies will be started shortly, as will a consideration of the saturation 

. properties. of 'the model a 

Exchange Contributions to the Detiteron·Photoeffect. R. Huddlestone'and 

J. Lepore ·;.'· 

Ambiguities· have been found in the var'ious exchange contributions to 
- . 

the-deuteron photoeffect. An attempt: is being·made to correlate the meson 

calculation with a phenomenological model of the exchange contributionso 

Higher order processes are also being investigatedo 

Meson Carbon Interaction. R. -LeLevier 

It has been found that coulomb interference effects in 'lf-t' and '1'1-

carbon scattering do not rule out the possibility of a repulsive region. 

',. 
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in the meson-nuclei interaction. Such repulsion is indicateq by Schiff's 

nonlinear meson theory. . A region of central repulsion surrounde~. by com

plex v1ell .leads to a proper sign for the nuciea.r scattering a.."liplitude at 

small angles o The large angle scatterL'1g, however, is still smaller than 

that indicated by experiment. 

P-P Scattering Cross Sections. D. Swans~n 

The exact calculations of p-p scatteringcross .sections aile appreciably 

different from the Born approximation results depending on the nature of· 

the cutoff used •.. Polarizat;ion effee;ts. of the order of. 15 percent, cor

responding to a ... cross section of the form 

I(e, ¢) :: I
0 

(e). {1 + 0.02 _cos ¢} 

were found for the model which best fit the 1.30 Mev and .350 1-iev data. 

Other Studieso 

Calculations by P. Wolff to test the feasibility of.a low field (Q-

100 gauss) high precision magnetometer have been completed. 

Interpretation ofmeson..onucleon s~atteri~g in terms of radiation 

damping rather than as a consequence of the existence of a nucleon isobar 

has not .proved successful. The 'lf- data can be fit but the. ratio of '1T 't 

to,.- scattering is much too small. This work has been ~one by P. l.J'olff. 

Studies by M. R~derman and P. Wolff in strong coupling meson theory 

are continuing. Compton scattering from protons, treating the mesons 

classically, is being investigated. 
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II. ACCELEHATOR .QPERAT.ION AN:O PEVELOHIE;NT. 

1. 184-inch Cyclotron Operation 

J. Vale 

Operation of the cyclotron has been quite steady during this period. 

The average operation of.the cyclotron·for research experiments has been 

about95.7 percent of the time that.the crew was on duty. One day during 

this period '\.Jas used for the replacement of the bearings and· l::irushes on 

the rotary capacitor, and all otheli"·difficulties were minor oneso · 

The timing for controllihgtheoscillator is at present.obtained 

from a set of magnetic pickups niotinted.at the rotary capacitor. These 

pickups provide pulses for turning on the 6scillatorat the ~roper point 

in the cy~le. Since-these pickups are sensitive to stray magnetic fields, 

their output will vary with the cyclotron magnetic field. In addition,~~ 

their output is low. For these reasons, a-.new·type of pulser has been 

designed using automobile ignition points~ which overcomes both of the. 

above disadvantages.of the.niagnetic device~·. This unit has·been designed 

but has not yet been built.· 

A preliininary investigation has also been started of the possibility 

or' increasing the energy of the accelerated particles of the cyclotron. 

The results'thus far indicate that a proton energy of about 600 Mev would 

be possible. However, this would necessitate additional exciting coils 

on the magnet, a smaller magnetic gap~ ahd a new rf system~ so that this 

is a fairly long term project. 
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2. 60-inch Cyclotron Operation and DeveloRment 

Operations. William B. Jones 

The operation of the 60-inch cyclotron during this quarterly period 

was as follows: 

Alpha bombardments 
Deuteron bombardments 
Proton bombardments 
Carbon ion bombardments 
Development 

OPERATION TOTAL 

·402,2 hrs 
314.4 hrs 
256,0 hrs 
161.0 hrs 
157.7 hrs 

1291.3 hrs 
Outag!3 time . 

TOl'AL AVATI.ABLE TIME 
410,7 hr_s 

1702,0hrs 
457.0 hrs 

change 1.0 hrs 
2160,0 hrs 

Shutdown 
Daylight Saving Time 

TOTAL TIME 

Operation efficiency: 75.9 percent 

Most of the outage time was spent repairing a leak that developed in 

the East 11 U11 house C:)oling system, Leaks of this type have be~n sealed. 

by flowing shellac through the l.ine and applying 100 pound~ of pressure, 

· Attempts to seal this leak by this method were unsuccessful, A gaske~ 

between the upper and lower section of the East nun house was found to 

be leaking so. this gasket was removed by spreading the "U" hom~e Hit~ 

a wedge, A standard 3/8 in, gasket was split ~d cemented in and a copper 

wire was tightened around it so as to compress the gasket aga~nst the 

water line, A shield was placed over the whole joint to prot~ct the gasket 

from rf and to clamp the house together so as to have a constant tension 

on the gasket. This procedure appears to have sealed the leak, 

A second cause of outage VIas a leak that developed in the beam monitor-

ing probe, This probe had been bombarded Hith approximately 600 ua max

imum beam for short time periods {about 3 ~ 15 minutes) several times a 
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weeko. The. probe .was removed ahd inspection showed that a small hole had 

been, drilled through·· to the water line . ., Work is under way to determine 

the proper material to be used for the probe head so thatbeamsin the 

order ... of- one milliampere may be run without destroying the face. This 

probe has been an important. item in determining causes-of low external 

beamso 

The Beam Monitoring S;y:s_i_elT!o Hugh Ko Jennings 

The beam monitoring system has been in the.process of revision in 

order to make it more flexible and automatic. The new system when com.,.. 

pleted will~ include .the following features: 

5o 

6. 

Three. s.eparate beam integrating and metering systemso 
A Speedomax recorder. 
An electrometer for CUrrents from 10=12 .tolQ-6 amperes. 
A probe amplifier whose operation is-based on the heating effect 
of the probe beam. ' . ' . . 
A built-in beam calibrator with ranges from lo-7 amperes (with 
one percent· accuracy) to lo-4 amperes (with Ool percent accuracy)o 
A calibrator recorder such that the percent accuracy of any inte
·grator. can .be read directly from a paper tapeo 
A switcp panel for switching inputs to the system or for putting 
.integrators in series for checking purposes" · 

At present,.one :of three of the new model integrators has been completed~ 

The input is isolated from ground so that either positive or negative in-

put may be used., This feature is· desirable in that either positive iqn 

or electron currents may be integrated with the. deviceo Also,. in order to 

tie the ·new counte.r :area equipment. into .this metering .. system, a patch panel 

has been .. installedin the Control Room so that, for instance, output from 

standard UCRLel'ectrometers rnay.be patched to the Crocker Laboratory inte-

grating system;, : ·' 

·A model· of a ;calibrator .recorder has been builto A .heat...,and-pressure 

sensitive paper is us 3d for recording .the percent error of any integrator. 
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For no error, a: series of dots appears parallel to the edges of the .paper; 

for a one ·percent error, a series of dots appears in a line at 45 degrees 

to the edge of the papero 

The Speedomax and its shunt panel have been installed in the.· Control 

Room with range switches from one microampere to one milliampere full 

scalec 

Magnet Current Regulator and Metering Circuit. Kenneth D. Jenkins 

A modification has been made to our magnet current regulator so that 

it holds the current,constant t9 better than one part in ten-thousand 

for over an· hour. The circuit consists of a 200 mv 400 ampere shunt, a. 

reference voltage,· a mechanical chopper (Brown), an a.c. amplifier and 

a pair of Thyratrons (672) controlling the field of the generator. The 

generator is driven!by an induction motoro 

The reference.voltage is not part of the magnet current regulator 

but is part of the magnet current metering circuit.; Its stability is 

better than one.part in ten..,.thousand per dayo The:metering circuit con-

sists of a standard reference voltage varied in taps of 10 mv between zero 

and 200 mv, also .an adjustable voltage between -1 mv and+ll mv, and a 

galvanometer to read 0 - 10 mv. The Leeds and Northrup 2440 galvanometer 

reads 0 ~ 20 amperes of·current on a four inch scale. The tap switch 

adjusts both the magnet' current regulator and the differential current 

meter in steps·of 20 amperes, thus both regulator and differential meter 

are alwaysoperating over the same 20-ampere step. The magnet fine con~ 

trol applies the voltage to the magnet regulator and also most of the 

current to operate the galvanometer. ·The five milliampere reference cur,.. 

rent· is supplied by 24 Mercury batteries whose voltage decays less than 
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0.1 millivolt ,oll:"tt,o,f :;L,.J4-:volts ~-per 'day •.. The ref.~~enqe,:v:0ltage is· zeroed 

B:gainst o!l'.buil t:-:in,~stap:dard cell at least once each shift. The absolute 

se_tting -of. ~the: magnet current- is about- 300 mill-iamperes· at 300 amperes but 

it is. r()set~bl,e -w_i thin 50 milliamperes. 

Lightweight ·Filament Holder and Adjustment Hechanism. Charles A. Corum 

The major be.nefit of the new lightweight filament holder (Fig. 1) 

now in operation at the 60 in. Cyclotron has been the reduction of time 

required to change filaments. The lightness of the holder,- plus the quick 

separation of the two water-d.c. connections and the fast positive release 

of the clamp, considerably speeds the changing operation. The radiation 

level in this I:U'ea Js 100 -to 500 mr/hr., depending upon the type of previous 

operation of the machine. Other benefits realized w:i.th the new filament 
"'( 

holder are: (l) a 55 percent :reduction in Y~ight 9 (2) higher operating 

voltage, (3) easier fabrication ahd servicing, and (4) better operation 

through finer adjustment" 

The reduction of weight ftom 1:1. to 5 pOU~j.dS was accomplished by (1) 

reducing the water. cool:i.ng lil'les from fqur to t-vm, (2) using stainless 

steel in place of ¥Opper and br.ass, and (3) simplifying the vacuum seal= 

ing method and the water and d.c,. connection. 

Most of.the e:tectrical shorting pf the•old·filament holder occurred 
. . . 

in the gas chamber and at the ba~k plate. Both have been discarded. 

With the new water d. c. connectiqns and only tYo \.rater lines to insulate~ 

the new filament holder holds up to 5900 volts in air,as compared to the 

former of 2000 .to 3000 volts? 

The new filnnmt mlder is held together in assembly with a 11ori!? force'~ 

'• 

design by the use'of removable tUrnbuckles •. Pressure is applied by spread-

ing the turnbuckleswhich are held by lucite plates between the backplate 
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and the water d. c. conne.ction •. This force pulls the· filament blocks into 

an inside tapered insulator seated in the end of the outef tube. The taper 

centers the blocks~ adds pressure tc the gasket which seals the cross feed 

of the water line and holds the filament in operating position. I;t also. 

makes a vacuilll1 seal by compressing an 0 ring to the backplate and rubber 

gaskets around the water lines. ~J releasing the pressure and removing 

the turnbuckles~ the new filament holder can·be stripped ~own for servic= 

ing without unsolderi.."lg. iiith the turnbuckles out, there is enough clearance 

to slide one-half of the filament block over the other so that both may-

be withdr<Hm through the tapered insulator. 

The \.rater ·and d. c. conn~ction is in one urii t and uses a taper joint 

(copper to copper) for the current and an internal 0 ·ring.seal for the 

water. 

The fila..-nent holder adjustment mechanism is a ballbearing mounter warm 

drive Uilit attached to the filament sehl plate on th9 ion. source. The 

worm, which can be operated by hand or by remote control, turns a nut 

ring that runs the screw in or. oui \.,O make the filaraent adjustment. One 

turn of the worm moves the filament in or out 0.006 inches. With remote 

control, movement can be timed to 0.0025 inches per second. The clamp. 

ring, attached to the hollow screw, grips the filament nolder~ ~ releasi~g. 

the clamp, the filament holder may be vdthdrawn a....-ld a"lother inserted without 

losLDg the adjusted position of the filament. 

Carbon Beam Development. G. Bernard Rossi 

Continued effort has been placed upon increasing the external and 

+6 . 
internal C beams. lViost productive results to date cent.er about geometric 

changes of the ion source. It was noted in UCRL-1729 that a carbon cone 
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with an open I!lidsection had been found to be productive of 20 to 35 x 10~9 
+6 . 8 amperes of C ions in excess of 0 Meve Changes made in the structure 

of the midsection, as well as with cone geometry itself, have improved 

the output. The present arrangement, which is still open to further scrutiny, 

has produced 100 x 10-9 amperes of c+6 particles whose energy was in excess 

of 100 Mev. This was measured by an electrometer connected to an rf shielded 

probe inside the tank system. The energy selection was accomplished by 

absorber foils of appropriate thickness between the beam and pickup target. 

Repeat perform~nces yield various peak beams usually in excess of 50 x 

10-9 amperes, depending upon periods of cyclotron adjustmentse 

Up to this time the external beam was measured by means of a proportional 

counter and scaling system. At the present time a Faraday cup is situated 

between two such chambers. The th'iclr..ness of the first chamber is 36.4, 

mg/cm2 ai~inum equivalent. The. full range of ci-6 ions in aluminum is 

53.5 mg/cm2• The Faraday cup was thus equipped with an al~inUm foil 

in excess of 17 mg/cm2• ·Under these conditions, it was possible to measure 

the c+ 6 particles in the cup foil after traversal of one chamber and to 

measure alpha particles in the second chamber after traversal through 

the cup and preceeding chwnbers. The two chambers were provided so that 

cancellation of alpha parti,cles could be made. ·Under these conditions 

an external c~6 beam of 6 x lo-12 ~~peres was recorded. This was the 

largest beam seen externally. A bombardment was made to produce At203 

by the Au197(c,6n)[t203 reaction. A five-minute bombardment yielded 100 

. counts per minute of alpha particles, measured two minutes after bonbard-

ment. 

Work is to continue along the above line with the expressed direction 

of increasing the deflection ratio for external particles. At face value, 
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the r~tio is 100 x lo-9/6 x lo-12 or approximately 17 x 103, where .other 

particles·(deuteron, proton, alpha)- are deflected at a ratio of 10:1,. 

This carbon ratio may .not be valid since the number of intErnal particles 

of 120 Mev has not been measured - the value of 100 x 10-9 including all 

particles above 100 Hev .. · 

.3. -Synchrotron Operati-on 

George C~· McFarland 

'J.'he synchrotron operated satisf_a.ctorily during February and Harch .. 

In .April a cracked quartz segment made -it necessary to dismantle the synchro

trpn.. After reassembly, it was not possible to reach maximum beam energy 

nor to accelerate enough particles to have a useful intensityo 

Measurements of the magnetic field showed a marked distortion in 

the reg-ion of the replaced quartz sectiono This distortion was corrected 

electrically, which made it possible to increase both beam energy and 

intensity. At the close of this report pe:-io.d, maximum beam energy had 

not been acheived. . .. 
It is reasonabJy certain that the field distortions are due to non

uniforndty in the "eicctrically conducting eoating on the quartz segmentso 

4. ·Linear Accelerator and Van'de Graaff Iviachines 

The preliminary convertor and oscillator for the proposed Van de 

Graaff regulation system are builto Delivery on the Collins FM- IF runpli

fiers is expected within the next week, at 111hich time the vmrk will be 

continued on the integration of these uni£81.nto a working system$ giving 
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a control sigt~al i>'.rhich is a f1L11ction of the rf phase· of the linear acceler~ 

ator and the output current phase of the buncher. ' · 

A continuous non..,.interrupting linear accelerator beam curr~nt monit'or 

has been built which is now ready for preliminary insta.llatione It con

sists of two - 10,.000 turn toroids in series enclosed by q. triple magnetic 

shield.- At present it will al,low visual o()s_erv:ation of the current wave

form. Work is in progress to integrate this pulse for direct measurement. 

The presentation of a scope "picture" representing the gradient vs 

length of the linear accelerator as seen by diode loops is being held up 

while further work is done to make the ·input signal to the radial- beam 

unit similar in its characteristics to the 11slideback voltmet~r." 

Statistics : 

General 

Running tiJne 

Maintenance 

71% 

16% 

Repair 13% · 

5,, BevgB:2rLP..e.yelop.:iient 

1~. H. Brobeck 

The de;.::ision \·Ja.s made to make the aperture 1 ft. x 4 ft,, IrdtJ..al 

tests at Brookhaven ·resulted in a 30 t1ev bee.m. s.n4 inc;l.,:tcute that the 1 x 

4 aperture -vrill be quite adequate. 

Coil !i:b:££.ing 

Only m1e quarter (44 turns) 0f the £'mirth. qt:tadrant 1ve.s completed · 

during this period because the stipply of vendor:...funiished coi~- spacers 
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has been exhausted. Owing to the unreliable delivery and quality of vendor

furnished spacers (molded of asbestos-filled phenolic bakelite), the 1400 

remaining .spacers will be machined from masonite. "Benelex 70 11 in the UCBL 

shop. Seven weeks are required to complete the winding after the spacers 

become available. 

Me-~ 

Preparations are being made for the magnet test~ (without pole-pieces) 

scheduled for this summer. The possibility of trouble from residual magne

tism and transient ripples in the current as it approaches zero is being 

investigated. Tests have indicated that every pole tip plate instead of 

alternate plates should be enamelled. Magnet model tests are continuing 

to determine the final pole plate outline. Earliest possible' delivery 

of steel for the pole bases and tips (which will be fabricated by the 

Verson Mfg. Co.) is during the third quarter of 1952o 

Vacuum System 

For the curved tanks, all major parts are in various stages of pro

curement or fabrication except for the Curve Tank Filler Frame (design 

just completed)~ and the Handling and Assembly Fixtures (?0 percent de

signed). Assembly of the first curved tank is expected to be started at 

UCRL by August 1. The transition tanks (used between the curved and straight 

tanks) will be fabricated by the Atlas Pacific Engineering Co.~ and fab

rication of the first two tanks should be complete by August l and the 

other six by September 30 if material is delivered on schedule. For the 

straight. tank sections, Mare Island Shipyard will start the fabrication 

upon completion of material deliverieso 
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· Linac 

The design was modified by.the addition of one drift tube (bringing 

the total to 44). at the lbw ener-gy end to lov1er the injection energy of 

the ion gun from 500 to 430 KV. The drift tubes have been installed in 

the liner and alignment and gap adjustments are being made. 

Acc§lerator Tube 

It he.s been decided to use a single drift tube and to increase the 

operating voltage from 22 KV to betvTeen 30 and 40 KV. As· a result, ad-

ditional Ferroxcu.be cores a.re being ordered for therelf-tl;'acking a.t-nplifierso 

·Information Divis1on 
6/18/52 b1:J 
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